Chico State Enterprises Announcements
Thursday, August 12, 2021

Status of Telecommuting and In-Person Work

The following information and policy guidance is provided regarding telecommuting, in-person work, and the 25/35 Main Street building updates.

Emergency Telecommuting Program
CSU Chico recently announced the end of the Emergency Telework Program effective August 16, 2021 and the creation of a new Telework Program for university employees. CSE is developing its own telecommuting policy which is expected to be finalized by the end of August, 2021. In the meantime, the CSE Emergency Telecommuting Program remains in effect until further notice. Employees approved by their supervisor to work remotely can do so under the existing Emergency Telecommuting Program.

In-Person Work
The CSE policy for vaccination status and requirements is under review and guidance to employees is forthcoming. For those individuals that have already returned to work, face covering protocols must be followed. Specifically, per the Chico State Emergency Operations Center announcement effective August 3, face coverings are required for everyone accessing indoor workspaces regardless of vaccination status. Managers planning for employees to return to in-person work are requested to provide 14 days’ notice to their staff before transitioning them back to in-person work, if possible.

25/35 Main Street Buildings
The 25/35 Main St. buildings will remain locked due to the increased security it has provided. All visitors accessing the buildings must also wear face coverings. Planning is underway for deep cleaning of the building interior, building improvements and the addition of a main entrance intercom system. However, please be advised that there have been delays in the scheduling of work due to heavy demands on the local contractors. Building occupants will be provided a detailed schedule of cleaning and building improvements as soon as it is available in order to plan their on-site work activity accordingly.

Thank you for your patience and flexibility. We will share further information and guidance as it becomes available.